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Abstract

We describe a novel application domain for
semi�supervised and active learning algo�
rithms� namely that of intelligent interactive
contour extraction� It is well�known that ob�
ject delineation is an ill�posed problem unless
guided by the human or by apriori constraints
and models� We focus on user�steered extrac�
tion� which has been the focus of investiga�
tion in a large volume of work in computer
vision� We will discuss how this problem can
be naturally translated to a semi�supervised
and active learning problem and we will de�
scribe our work so far towards investigating
the issues involved�

�� Introduction

Contour extraction is one of the important problems
in computer vision� however in the general case it is
ill�posed unless guided by a human or by apriori set
constraints and models� We will concentrate here on
the human�guided case� Of course� the human could
manually delineate the entire contour� however this is
very tedious and error prone� The goal is therefore
to delineate the desired contour with the least human
intervention possible� The human provides steering
guidance to the growing contour when it takes o	 in
a wrong direction� By casting the problem in a learn�
ing
statistical framework the goal is similar to the goal
of active learning and semisupervised learning�

Human�steered methods have been the focus of investi�
gation of a large number of papers in computer vision�
although they are not usually combined with learning�
Typically� these methods are iterative and alternate
between two steps� human input and boundary esti�
mation� More precisely� the human provides� for ex�

ample a rough approximation of the desired boundary
or some points that belong to the boundary� This in�
put is subsequently used to estimate as much of the
true boundary of the object as possible� The result
of this optimization is displayed and if the user is not
satis�ed with the output� then he
she can provide ad�
ditional input and the process is repeated�

Characteristics of the methods proposed so far include�

� They require prior estimation of edges in the im�
age� which is also an ill�posed problem�

� The information inferred from human input � typ�
ically mouse clicks on the border of the contour
to be delineated � is only the coordinates of the
clicks which a	ects the optimization� However�
additional information can be inferred if we take
into account the feature values of this region� For
example� there could also exist some discrimina�

tory information that the human perceives and
thus identi�es the boundary�

� Finally� the learning and statistical modeling usu�
ally attempted for this problem are typically su�

pervised or unsupervised� In the supervised case a
set of training images or human markings is used
to estimate the statistics of the object to be ex�
tracted and
or the background expected� Using
other images for estimation is pretty restrictive
given the immense variability of objects and back�
grounds� In the unsupervised case� the contour is
deformed until the best discrimination between
the statistics of the object and the background
is achieved� This is a reasonable goal only if the
object boundaries correspond to strong edges and
there are no other strong edges in the vicinity of
the object� which is not the case most of the times�

The above issues are resolved if one uses a semisu�
pervised model of learning� The human can provide
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Figure �� Sample steps of interaction with an HRCT liver
image using our new method� �a� Initial user input shown
with white dots and the estimated contour shown in white�
�b� Subsequent user input and contour estimation� Black
arrows point to the estimated contour�

some initial labeled data which can be used to build
a classi�er to distinguish between the two sides in�
side
outside� of the object to delineate� This classi�er
can be used to estimate as much of the true bound�
ary as possible� Given that the labeled data will be
su�cient to identify small parts of the boundary only�
incorporation of unlabeled data in the construction of
the classi�er could allow adaptation to changes in the
grayscale and more reliable estimates given the small
amount of data the user has entered�

It is an issue of course how training data will be elicited
from the user� Given that the user is unlikely to know
what parts of the boundary are important for train�
ing an active learning type of interaction is prefer�
able� That is� the user provides some small part of
the boundary which is used as labeled data to train a
classi�er� The boundary is extended and is displayed
to the user for inspection� If the user disagrees with
the output� he
she provides additional input which
corrects and extends the boundary and modi�es the
classi�er constructed� An interaction of this type is
illustrated in Figure ��

Some of the characteristics that this problem exhibits
are the following� It is a ��class problem since we are
interested in discriminating between the two sides of
the contour� Spatial constraints are important� the
pixels found on each side of the contour should be�
long to the same class� Since we are aiming for an in�
teractive system whatever learning algorithms we em�
ploy should be on�line� Furthermore� the human input
applies to a small region of the image only and the
statistics of the image might change drastically even
in neighboring regions� For this reason an incremental
approach to boundary estimation and classi�er updat�
ing are preferable� Finally� the initial data used for
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Figure �� A diagrammatic representation of our framework
for interactive contour delineation�

training are not uniformly sampled from the whole im�
age which is what is usually assumed in semisupervised
techniques�

Our approach so far consists of a piecewise extension of
the boundary and an incremental updating of the clas�
si�er� These steps are illustrated in Figure �� Given
the human input on a local region of the image we
build a Bayesian model suitable to characterize that
local region� We extend the boundary in a small neigh�
borhood in the maximum likelihood sense given the
model previously constructed� Subsequently� we up�
date the Bayesian model with the pixels that maxi�
mize the local separability� The process continues un�
til a maximum number of pixels is estimated and the
output is displayed to the user for inspection� If the
user does not like the results and decides to provide
additional input the model is modi�ed accordingly�

We start the description of our method by �rst review�
ing related previous work in Section �� In Section � we
provide the details of our interaction protocol with the
human� Sections � and � contain the details of our sta�
tistical modeling and optimization involved� We pro�
vide experimental results in Section � and we conclude
with Section ��

�� Previous Work

One of the most well�known paradigms for interac�
tive extraction of bounding contours is that of snakes
Kass et al�� ������ The main idea is that the user
initially provides a rough delineation of the bound�
ary of the object which is subsequently deformed un�
til its internal energy becomes approximately equal to
the strength of image derived terms� The computa�
tion of these terms usually depends on edge detec�
tion� In typical applications of this framework learn�
ing is not involved� However� there have been some
approaches that employ statistical modeling� though
not with user�interactivity in mind and the learning
involved is either supervised or unsupervised�

Some of these approaches include Zhu � Yuille� �����
Figueiredo et al�� ����� Paragios � Deriche� ������



Formulations that appear in Zhu � Yuille� �����
Figueiredo et al�� ����� aim to segment the entire im�
age so that the discrimination between the statistics of
di	erent regions is maximized subject to smoothness
constraints� This criterion is similar to unsupervised
clustering� In Paragios � Deriche� ����� a model of
the interior of the object and
or the background is
constructed based solely on human markings provided
initially� thus the learning is supervised� No alteration
of the model is attempted during the segmentation and
the human �must know� what parts of the image are
necessary for the construction of the statistical model�
which is not the case most of the times�

Another interesting and well�known interaction
paradigm is the live wire or intelligent scissors method
Falcao et al�� ������ Mortensen � Barrett� ������
In this approach� a weighted graph representation of
the image is assumed� Each image pixel is a node
and the weight assigned to an arc connecting any two
adjacent nodes is determined by the image edge in�
tensity� grayscale value� local smoothness� etc�� at the
pixel corresponding to the node� Given two user sup�
plied points the boundary is estimated using a shortest
path algorithm between the user points� The critical
part of this approach is the construction of the weight
function which heavily depends on the edge extraction
method and the weights of the features used� De�ni�
tion of these weights based on the human input has
been attempted but it involves parameters arbitrarily
de�ned�

More recently graph�cut algorithms have been used
for optimizing energy�based criteria for interactive seg�
mentation Boykov � Jolly� ������ Xu et al�� ������
The work reported in Boykov � Jolly� ����� could be
considered semi�supervised however the emphasis is on
the graph formulation part and no results are reported
with respect to how much user input is needed�

Furthermore� there have been some methods Ben�
said et al�� ����� Velthuizen et al�� ����� that em�
ploy semisupervised clustering in order to segment the
entire image� Semisupervised in this case essentially
means initialization of k�means by the human� That
is� the human speci�es the number of clusters and a
few pixels in each cluster from which the initial means
are computed� However� the method is applicable for
very homogeneous regions only since each cluster cor�
responds to one region�

In machine learning semisupervised learning has been
investigated both in a generative Nigam et al�� �����
Ghahramani � Jordan� ����� and in a discriminative
context Bennett � Demiriz� ������ We have opted
to follow the generative model because it can be im�

plemented e�ciently and the densities of the classes
are computed at the same time� The latter allows
the extension of the boundary in the maximum likeli�
hood sense� However� unlike the approaches tried so
far which use EM to �ll in the missing data� we follow
the two step approach mentioned in the introduction�
i�e� we estimate some part of the boundary and then
we update the Bayesian model� We do that for two
main reasons� First this technique allows us to incor�
porate the spatial constraint that if one pixel belongs
to one side of the boundary then it must have the same
label with all the pixels of the same side� The second
reason follows from the problem statement itself� We
are not interested in labeling the pixels of the entire
image� we want to delineate a particular object and
to this end only a few pixels in the neighborhood of
the boundary are relevant� Thus� we have to select
what data we will use for the construction of the clas�
si�er and by incrementally extending the boundary we
include �rst the most likely ones�

�� Interaction Protocol

The interpretation of the human input is very impor�
tant for this problem since the supervised data com�
puted will steer the estimation of the contour towards
the desired direction� The initial input provided by
the user is two points such that the line connecting
them is on the desired boundary as illustrated in Fig�
ure �� Using features extracted from small regions on
the two sides of this line a Bayesian classi�er is built�
We currently use grayscale as a feature� however the
methodology can be extended to color� texture� or a
combination of them� For this type of images� it is suf�
�cient to describe the pixels on the two sides of a small
bounding part with normal distributions� The size of
the regions� from which the model parameters will be
computed� is selected� so that the model constructed
achieves the maximum separability between the two
sides of the contour� As a measure of separability we
have used the ratio of the between class scatter with
the within class scatter Fukunaga� ������ which in
this case is given by

JmL� v
�
L�mR� v

�
R� �

mL �m��� � mR �m���

v�L � v�R
��

mL� mR� v�L�v
�
R are the means and the variances of the

distributions of the two sides of the boundary� namely
L and R� m� is the expected value of the pixels on
both sides�

After the initial estimation the contour is extended
and and the classi�er is updated� We defer detailed
description of these steps to Section �� The estimated
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Figure �� Initial input provided by the user�
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Figure �� Interpretation of subsequent user input�

boundary is displayed so that the user determines
whether or not it is the correct one� If the user does
not agree with it� he
she can provide additional input
to steer the estimation towards the desired result� We
have made the following conventions to avoid ambigui�
ties Figure ��� Let A be the point entered by the user
and B the closest point of the estimated boundary to
A�

� If the Euclidean distance between A and B is
larger than a pre�speci�ed threshold� then A and
B are connected with a line� a model is con�
structed using this segment� and the process starts
over Figure �a���

� If the distance is smaller than the threshold� then
the system waits for another click� say C� Then
B and C are connected with a linear segment and
the process start over Figure �b���

In both cases the model and the boundary estimated
after point B are discarded�

�� Modeling

The objective goals are boundary extension and incor�
poration of unlabeled data� We can extend the bound�
ary in the maximum likelihood sense given the statis�
tical model constructed� Incorporation of unlabeled
data can be achieved by �tting statistical models to
the pixels on the two sides of the estimated boundary�
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Figure �� �a� Estimation of the n best pixels that can follow
p� the last estimated boundary point	 Gray cells indicate
previously estimated boundary points	 �b� 
�neighborhood
of pixel xi��

Note that boundary estimation depends on the model
estimation and vice versa�

We proceed with the notation required to formalize
the above objectives� We will use capital letters for
random vectors and small for random variables� Let
B be a random vector denoting the boundary we seek
to estimate� B � b�� � � � � bN � where bi is a discrete
random variable denoting the i�th pixel of the bound�
ary� Let L and R denote the two sides of the boundary�
M � ML�MR� denote the model parameters of the
two sides and X � XL� XR� the set of feature val�
ues of the pixels of the two sides of the boundary B�
In this paper� we focus on the grayscale values of the
pixels� although the formulation is the same for other
types of features like color and texture� Finally� we
denote the grayscale values of the ��neighborhood of
pixel bi with Xi� and we use x for the grayscale value
of a single pixel�

���� Boundary Estimation

The optimal boundary B� in the maximum likelihood
sense given a modelM � a starting pixel b� supplied by
the user and the grayscale values X of the pixels in
the neighborhood of the boundary is�

B� � argmax
B

P b�� � � � � bN jb�� X�M � ��

Because the boundary is one�dimensional and con�
nected� we can model it as a Markov chain� For com�
putational e�ciency� we assume �rst order Markov de�
pendencies between the boundary points which allows
us to write the joint probability in the following form�

P b�� � � � � bN jb�� X�M � �
N��Y
i��

P bi��jbi� X�M � ��

To calculate the conditional probabilities we use the



��neighborhood of each pixel as illustrated in Fig�
ure �b�� Then we have

P bijbi��� bi��� Xi��� �
P bi� bi��� bi��jXi���

P bi��� bi��jXi���
��

where Xi�� denotes the grayscale values of the pixels
in the neighborhood of bi��� The denominator of the
above equation can be computed as a marginal prob�
ability�

P bi��� bi��jXi��� �
X

bi�i�I�i�

P bi� bi��� bi��jXi���

��
where Ii� are the pixels in the ��neighborhood of bi�

Using Bayes rule the numerator of Equation � is
given by we use bi��i as a shorthand notation for
bi� bi��� bi�����

P bi��i jXi��� �
pXi��jb

i��
i �P bi��i �

pXi���

We assume that all grayscale values Xi�� and all
boundary segments bi� bi��� bi��� are equiprobable�
The second assumption could be relaxed to pre�
fer smoother boundaries although we have not pur�
suedthis here� To compute P Xi��jbi� bi��� bi��� we
assume that the grayscales on the two sides of the
boundary in the neighborhood of bi���XL

i�� and X
R
i���

are independent� Thus�

pXi��jbi� bi��� bi��� � pXL
i��jML�pX

R
i��jMR�

Furthermore� assuming independence of the grayscale
of the pixels for each side we have�

pXLjL� �
Y
j�L

pxj jML�

The above equations are similar for the R side�

Using the ��neighborhood to compute the conditional
probabilities implies second order Markov dependen�
cies and not �rst as we have assumed in Equation ��
For computational e�ciency� we approximate Equa�
tion �� so that the probability of a pixel to be on the
boundary depends only on the previous one� This is
incorporated in the optimizationmethod used to max�
imize Equation ��

���� Model Estimation

The statistical model we employ to describe the
grayscale of the pixels in the vicinity of the bound�
ary is that of the mixture of Gaussians� A Gaussian
density is a good model to describe an image locally�

so a small part of the boundary can be modelled well
by a mixture of two Gaussians one Gaussian for each
side�� However� we need to estimate a large part of
the boundary and the grayscale of the pixels typically
is not homogeneous� Thus� it is necessary to represent
each side of the boundary with a mixture of Gaussians�
The density of a grayscale value x is given by�

pxji� �
ciX
j��

pxjj� i�P jji� ��

where

pxjj� i� �
�q
����ij

e

��x��ij �
�

���
ij

i denotes the side of the boundary L or R� j indexes
the components of the mixture and ci is the number
of components for each side i� This number of compo�
nents is not known apriori and needs to be estimated
during the construction of the model�

We use the maximum likelihood criterion penalized by
MDL to estimate the model parameters� The likeli�
hood of the grayscale is given by

P XjM � � P XLjML� � P XRjMR�

The penalized log likelihood criterion using MDL is
given by�

logP XLjML� � logP XRjMR��
mC

�
logM ��

where M is the total number of pixels of both sides of
the boundary and mC is the number of model param�
eters for a mixture of C � CL �CR components� For
one dimensional data mC � C � �� � �C�

�� Optimization

Boundary estimation requires the statistical model of
the grayscale so that the probabilities � can be evalu�
ated� On the other hand the boundary must be esti�
mated so that the model parameters can be estimated�
since in Equation � XL and XR must be known� Fur�
thermore� N in Equation � is usually large several
hundrends� so exhaustive exploration of possible paths
is impossible� For this reason we have used a greedy
algorithm in which we alternate between boundary es�
timation given the model estimated so far and model
estimation given the boundary estimated so far� The
boundary is extended by the n �best� pixels in the max�
imum likelihood sense� where n �� N �

For the estimation of the n best boundary pixels we
observe that the log of Equation � is a summation
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Figure �� Mixtures have been estimated up to point A	 The
new boundary found is the segment AB	 Our method pro�
ceeds by determining whether regions I and II should be�
come new clusters� or they should be merged to the existing
ones	

of terms each of which depends only on the previous
one� We can take this observation into account and
use a shortest path algorithm to optimize Equation ��
We proceed as follows� Let b be the last point of the
estimated boundary as illustrated in Figure �a�� We
consider a square window with center b and side length
�n��� Note that all paths of length nwill be contained
in this window� We compute the maximumprobability
paths originating from b and ending to each pixel in
the window� This can be done using Dijkstra�s shortest
path algorithm Cormen et al�� ������ only in this case
we are constructing maximum cost paths �� At the
same time we can maintain the length of the paths
constructed� At the end we choose the path with n

pixels that has the highest probability�

This method does not guarantee the global optimum�
it will �nd the best shortest path of n points� which
will provide good solutions in this case� However� we
could devise a dynamic programming approach that
would �nd the global optimum but it would be com�
putationally expensive�

The standard method used to estimate the parame�
ter values of a mixture is the Expectation Maximiza�
tion EM� algorithm Dempster et al�� ������ For
computational e�ciency we have used k�means Duda
et al�� ������ After k�means converges we compute
each P jji� equal to the percentage of the points that
the corresponding cluster contains�

An important issue with clustering is the initialization�
k�means requires an initial estimate of the means of
the clusters as well as the number of clusters� These
estimates are provided as we discover more boundary�
The process is illustrated in Figure ��

More speci�cally� suppose that we have estimated the
statistical model for each side up to point A and the

�This does not cause problem with cycles since the log
likelihoods are negative�

new boundary found is the segment AB� Let kL and
kR be the number of components of the mixtures of
the L and R sides respectively� For each side� we con�
sider whether the number of components should be
increased by one or not� This involves invoking k�
means for four cases� side L should be modeled with
kL� � components and side R with kR� side R should
be modeled with kR � � components and side L with
kL� the number of components should increase by one
for both L and R� the number of components should
stay the same for both L and R� In the cases where the
number of components increases� the initial estimates
of the means of the new components are the means
of the regions I and II as it is illustrated in Figure ��
Furthermore� the most similar components of the two
sides are tried to be merged until no more changes take
place�

We have not discussed two issues so far� The �rst is
related to what data we use to update the classi�er
and the second is related to what happens when the
user provides additional input� Regarding the �rst is�
sue� after we estimate a small part of the boundary
we select the regions on its two sides that maximize
the separability criterion � similarly to the initializa�
tion of the method�� The rationale for that is that
we should include in our model data that are as well
separated as possible� Regarding the additional user
input we have considered two choices� Either we con�
tinue incrementing the existing model or we start a
new model� The rationale for the �rst idea is that
keeping all the data would lead to more reliable esti�
mates� The rationale for the second is that the user
clicked on some part of the boundary whose statistics
are totally di	erent from the statistics of the bound�
ary estimated so far that�s why it was not estimated��
We decide which alternative to follow by extending the
boundary for a number of pixels using both strategies
and choosing the one that estimated a boundary with
greater separability between its two sides� We have
also tried weighting the most recent human input data
more but that yielded inferior results��

�� Experimental Evaluation

We believe that two measures can su�ciently evalu�
ate an interactive method like ours� The �rst is the
number of mouse clicks required to delineate a bound�
ary� This measure demonstrates the e	ectiveness of
a method from the standpoint of the burden placed
on the human user� Clearly� the fewer the number
of clicks the more e	ective the method� The second
measure is the di	erence of estimated contours for the
same object starting from di	erent image locations�



This measure quanti�es the consistency and stability
of a method in delineating a boundary� It is a moot
issue to evaluate the correctness of an interactive ap�
proach� since the user is an integral part of the system�
the contour produced will always delineate the correct
object�

Using these two measures we evaluate the need for
semi�supervised modeling by comparing two methods�
The �rst � supervised � uses only the human supplied
data to extract the boundary� These data are modeled
by a mixture of two Gaussian densities� The second �
semi�supervised � uses the unlabeled data as well using
a mixture of mixtures model described earlier� In both
methods the boundary was incremented by �� pixels
at a time� We have experimentally determined that
this was a reasonable value for both methods� Our
results were not signi�cantly di	erent if the boundary
was incremented by �� pixels at a time� For less than
�� pixels the performance of the methods degraded�

The results of our study are shown in Table �� Our
data set consists of HRCT liver images� �� slices ob�
tained from �� di	erent patients� The criteria we used
to select the slices were� the slices were not be con�
secutive� there wasn�t any ambiguity with respect to
the liver boundary� and the slices were neither the top
nor the bottom slices of a scan these are too easy and
they do not shed any light as to the usefulness of the
method�� In each of these slices the liver boundary
was extracted starting from � di	erent boundary lo�
cations that were the same in all three methods� The
consistency of the method was measured by comput�
ing the average shortest Euclidean distance between
the points of the boundaries that delineate the same
object and subsequently averaging these means over
all the images in the data set� These means are mea�
sured in pixels and are shown in the �rst column of
Table �� The average number of mouse clicks needed
to delineate the liver is shown on the second column�

Clearly� the most e	ective method in terms of both hu�
man input and consistency is the semisupervised one�
It is worth mentioning that in images with large homo�
geneous regions both supervised and semi�supervised
yielded comparable results� In more complex images
semisupervised did better�

	� Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a novel application domain for
semisupervised and active learning techniques� that
of interactive contour delineation� Our approach con�
sisted of alternating between the steps of boundary
extraction and model updating� We experimentally

Figure 	� Boundaries obtained with our method� White
circles pointed to by arrows indicate user clicked points�
For visualization reasons we display results requiring only
two clicks to delineate the entire boundary�

demonstrated that this is superior to supervised learn�
ing based on a small part of the boundary�

There are several research avenues for the future� It
would be interesting to investigate a local approach
instead of the mixture one� This could capture more
spatial dependencies and could handle additional user
input more naturally� Although we used an active
learning type of interaction for eliciting training data
we have not made use of any of the criteria employed in
the active learning literature� These criteria could pro�
vide more disciplined ways to determine when to stop
the estimation of the boundary� Finally� we extend
the boundary in �xed�length increments� Is adaptive
estimation of this increment feasible and useful�
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Table �� Consistency measured in pixels and average num�
ber of clicks required to delineate the outline of the liver
in �	 HRCT slices�

Method Consistency Mean number
�in pixels� of clicks

Semi�supervised ���� 	��	
Supervised ��
� �����
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